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PREFACE
The history of print collecting is virtually as old as printmaking itself. In the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when printmaking in Europe was largely
directed to Biblical illustration, the pious often acquired religious images for
devotional use. By the mid-seventeenth century nobility and wealthy merchants
had begun to form so-called cabinets of curiosities, collections of extraordinary
natural or manmade objects, often including extensive print holdings which
helped to illustrate the wonders of the world. Rembrandt himself collected
prints by other artists and kept them systematically.
A century later many of the practices of print collecting clustered within
the term connoisseurship were already in place: an interest in the quality and
condition of the impression; identification of a print’s state, or progress of the
image while the artist works on the plate; and an emphasis on the technical
aspects of the print’s creation and history. Then as now, print collectors were
scholarly in their research, fastidious in the care of their objects, and patient in
the pursuit of choice examples.
One could find no more apposite examples in the present day than Belverd
and Marian Needles. As they explain in the accompanying foreword, print col
lecting has absorbed them for nearly thirty years. Systematic in identifying their
criteria for collecting, and disciplined in the pursuit of excellence, they are col
lectors’ collectors: knowledgeable and passionate. Both are respected academics
in the field of accountancy, and they bring without question some of their pro
fessional skills to bear in the formation and the cataloging of their collection.
But they also understand the collection as a balance to their teaching and writ
ing, since it requires different skills entirely: visual responsiveness, historical
curiosity, and a specialized technical knowledge
This project draws its strength from the rich resources of the university.
Timothy Smith, a faculty member in the Department of Art and Art History,
has ably served as guest curator. Laura Fatemi, assistant director of the art
gallery, and our student staff have installed the works with care, and staff in the
library and facility operations have contributed in countless ways. Finally, we
are delighted, as any museum would be, to be able to show such a distinguished
group of works, and particularly proud that the collection comes from within
the DePaul community. The Needles’s larger group of American prints has
formed the basis of three previous exhibitions at DePaul’s gallery, and we are
grateful for their continuing interest in the gallery and their generosity in mak
ing their collections available not only within the university but in the larger
community as well.
Louise Lincoln
Director
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FOREWORD

By Belverd E. Needles, Jr. and Marian Needles
We began collecting prints almost thirty years ago when we purchased the print
Ten-Pound Hammer by Thomas Hart Benton in a small gallery in Lubbock,
Texas. Shortly thereafter, we visited a gallery specializing in old-master prints in
Chicago. The gallery owner showed us various states of Rembrandt etchings,
pointing out their differences. We began to frequent galleries and museums,
and to study aspects of prints and their history. It was not until 1984 that we
finally took the leap and purchased our first old-master print: Banderillas with
Firecrackers by Goya (cat. no. 58). As our collecting became more focused, we
decided to concentrate on old-master prints and on American prints from the
late 1800s to 1960, the beginning of contemporary printmaking. We are partic
ularly interested in the intellectual and historical ties among artists and their
work. Every print has a story to tell if one takes the time to find out what it is.
In collecting old-master prints, we chose to build our collection around the
three pillars in the history of printmaking: Albrecht Dürer, Rembrandt van Rijn,
and Francisco Goya. We set a goal of collecting several works that are represen
tative of the body of work by the great artists who were also master printmakers.
We included influential printmakers from other countries: Pieter Brueghel,
Jacques Callot, and Giovanni Battista Piranesi, for example. We also wanted to
collect other important artists, mostly in individual images, in the three-centu
ry period from these six countries to give a comprehensive view of printmaking.
We chose to collect only prints of the highest quality. From a technical
standpoint, we sought to meet the following criteria: (1) the print had to be an
important and representative work by the artist, (2) it had to be a “very fine” or
“fine” lifetime impression, and (3) it had to be in “excellent” or “very good”
condition. From an emotional standpoint, the print had to speak to us for the
artist and the time period; we never tire of examining such prints and search
ing for meaning. Since works of this nature are rare and often prohibitively
expensive, collecting requires patience and is becoming something of a scav
enger hunt. Adding four to six prints per year, the collection has already grown
to almost seventy images.
We are often asked why we prefer to collect fine prints and not other kinds
of art. For one reason, it is difficult to collect early paintings or drawings
because those worth collecting are usually in museums. The very rare work that
might be available is far too expensive for most people and is often of inferior
quality. Further, it is often difficult to determine with certainty the creator of
paintings and drawings, especially those available now. Prints by master print
makers, on the other hand, are usually well documented. In addition, prints are
made by the artist in multiple copies, so that even though items such as the
works shown here are also in museum collections, other copies are in private
hands and become available on occasion. The main issue is determining
whether a particular work is a lifetime impression. Since we were not satisfied
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to collect inferior or non-lifetime works by great artists or derivative works by
secondary artists, the best option is to collect prints.
Another reason for collecting prints, as opposed to drawings, is a matter
of personal taste. Drawings are often sketches and preliminary studies for
other projects. Prints, on the other hand, are usually finished compositions
that represent the artists fully realized vision of a subject. To our eyes this is a
desirable characteristic.
A more important reason for collecting prints is the connection we feel to
the artists and to the lives that they led. As wonderful as a Mozart sonata is, one
cannot actually hear Mozart play. The work has to be interpreted by someone
else. With fine prints, however, it is possible to have the actual work that the
artist made. Prints are intensely personal statements, and as we mentioned
above, every print tells a story. A lifetime impression of a D urer engraving, for
example, is the same piece of paper that Durer labored over five centuries ago.
The fact that it has survived five centuries and can now give us insight into a
world long past can be awe-inspiring.
Unfortunately, fine old-master prints have been entering museums at such
a rate in recent years that fewer and fewer high-quality examples are available.
Due to the increasing difficulty of finding works that meet our criteria, it is
unlikely that our collection will grow much larger. Because the images in this
exhibit are so rare and wonderful, we feel a responsibility to share them with
others, in exhibitions such as this one, and to protect them so that future
generations will also have the opportunity to enjoy them.
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FIG URE I.

Albrecht Dürer, Four Horsemen o f the Apocalypse, cat. n o . 2 .
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D Ü R E R TO GOYA:
T H R E E C E N T U R I E S OF P R I N T M A K I N G
FROM T H E N E E D L E S C O L L E C T IO N

By Timothy Smith
The present exhibition of old-master prints from the Needles Collection pro
vides a rare glimpse into a world seldom considered by the public today, despite
the common display of printed images in museums. Artistic printmaking in the
West is as old as the printing press itself, yet the notion of printing as a cheap
ly produced, disposable journalistic medium often colors perceptions of the aes
thetic importance of fine prints. Indeed, in an age when any printed material,
whether text or image, is endangered by our increasing reliability on computer
and digital technologies, it is all the more appropriate to point out the unique
qualities of this particular art form and trace its evolution and rise in status,
which in part defines its worth.
The quality and breadth of the Needles collection allow that story to be
told in detail. The prints range in date from the late fifteenth into the early
nineteenth century; the majority originate in Northern Europe, where artistic
prints first appeared in the West, although the immensely important contribu
tions of Italy and Spain are also well represented. By observing the development
of the medium over three formative centuries, one can follow the emergence of
graphic images as works of art, the diversification of subjects treated, their
involvement in social change, and the historical significance of collecting prac
tices. Additionally, such issues as technical innovation, the relation of prints
and printmakers to other artistic media, and the nature of the original and the
reproduction are well delineated in this exhibition.
The invention of the printing press and moveable type in Germany in the
1450s marks the beginning of our story, opening up tremendous possibilities for
the fledgling medium that had its start with hand-printed woodcuts roughly
fifty years earlier. Printed images began to illustrate the text of books issued
both in Italy and Northern Europe, growing out of the long tradition of illus
trated manuscripts. In 1498, Albrecht Dürer, an employee of a Nuremberg pub
lisher, produced the first edition of one of the most important works in the
history of printmaking: an illustrated account of the apocalyptic revelations of
Saint John the Evangelist. The real significance of the Apocalypse lies in the
prominence afforded the fifteen woodcut illustrations, and their remarkable
technical quality. These images, including The Four Horsemen o f the Apocalypse
(fig. 1) and The Four Avenging Angels (cat. no. 1) were designed for the first time
at the expense of the text, which was abridged and printed on the reverse of the
illustrations with little consideration given to appropriate text-image place
ment. Building on earlier woodcuts used in religious texts, Dürer created prints
for the book that deliberately showcased the woodcut medium, developed to
new heights with a flexibility of line that prefigures the descriptive capacity
of engravings. Clearly, unlike previous printed books, the images here take
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precedence over the text, and, by very virtue o f their refined technique, begin
to demand the kind o f singular attention worthy o f a work o f art.
D urer’s Apocalypse indeed signaled the imminent transformation o f the
print from its initial subordinate role in book illustration to autonomous
object. He continued to publish similar volumes and republish new editions of
earlier books, often with additional images, into the early sixteenth century.
These were all religious in nature, such as the Life o f the Virgin, which includ
ed the Annunciation woodcut (cat. no. 3). He further contributed to the
expanding aesthetic appreciation o f prints by issuing single sheets, and by
producing illustrated books without an accompanying text. The exquisitely
worked Christ Before Caiaphus (cat. no. 6), for example, originally formed part
o f the Small Engraved Passion, a collection o f fifteen engravings created for a
new type o f client, more interested in art than pious devotion. Furthermore,
Diirer affirmed the importance and status o f printmakers by integrating his
monogram into nearly all o f his compositions, in contrast to a previous tradi
tion o f anonymity.
Newfound aesthetic consideration o f prints in the sixteenth century both
resulted from and influenced technical and stylistic developments; artists
moved away from the constricting linearity o f the graphic arts by emulating the
more pictoral and illusionistic qualities found in painting. Most discussions of
Diirer’s style center on tonality, an increased range o f luminosity that pushed
prints beyond simple black and white contrast. This is apparent in the single
sheet woodcut Saint Jerome in his Cell (cat. no. 4), and engraving Virgin and
Child with Pear (fig. 2), where the image is dominated by closely placed paral
lel lines establishing a constant tone that renders the few passages o f white,
unmarked sheet even more effective.
By the middle o f the sixteenth century, the influence o f Italian Renaissance
art had reached the print shops o f Northern Europe, especially in those cases
where Italian artists traveled across the Alps to work. The dominance o f religious
subject matter was challenged by a new interest in classical mythology and
antique themes. Stylistically there was a gradual turn away from the expressive,
agitated line o f D urer’s compositions in favor o f the calmer style imported from
Italy. Much o f this southern influence came by way o f reproductive prints,
images that recreate compositions in other media, especially painting, often
produced in collaboration with another artist. These images allowed for an
important and interesting interplay between an emerging art form— prints—
and the long venerated tradition o f painting. A case in point is Ruggieri s Fall
o f the Giants (cat. no. 10), which is based on Perino del Vagas frescoes in the
Palazzo Doria in Genoa and attempts to capture something o f the monumen
tality and prestige o f the original painting.
In some instances, a more complex type o f artistic dialogue developed
between painted original and printed copies, especially as mediated by drawing,
which most closely approximated technical aspects o f engraving, the preemi
nent graphic medium for reproductive prints. Giorgio Ghisi, visiting Antwerp
in 1550, apparently modeled his Judgment o f Paris (cat. no. 11) on a drawing
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figure

2. Albrecht Durer, The Virgin and Child with Pear, cat. no. 5.
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f i g u r e 3. Jan H. Muller, Avion on a Dolphin, cat. no. 16 .

figure

4. Salvator Rosa, Jason and the Dragon, cat. no. 23.
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by Giovanni Battista Bertani, who in turn derived his composition from
Marcantonio Raimondi’s engraving o f a painting by Raphael before 1520.
Subtle changes in Ghisi’s image indicate the contribution of the printmaker
even when so far removed from the origin o f the design. In the wake o f new
interaction between painters and printmakers, many o f the former began to
produce designs exclusively for the graphic arts. The Netherlandish painter
Pieter Brueghel the Elder fashioned only one print with his own hands, but cre
ated numerous drawings meant specifically to be realized as engravings, like
Saint Jerome in the Desert (cat. no. 12). That such a famous painter would
involve himself with prints in this way is yet another indication o f the rising
status o f both the medium and printmakers.
If D urer’s innovative use of illustrations in printed books at the end of the
fifteenth century marks the emergence of the print as a work of art, then in many
respects this initial chapter in the history o f printmaking is complete by the end
of the sixteenth century. At this time, the Mannerist artist Hendrik Golzius and
his followers set the stage for a new consideration of prints that would extend into
the next century. One of his masterpieces, The Standard Bearer (cat. no. 14), epit
omizes Goltzius’s return to an extremely painterly approach to engraving, much
like that of D urer, whom he emulated. His work underscored once again the
importance o f original prints, especially his mythological compositions. The
Judgm ent o f M idas (cat. no. 15) was so well received in fact that Bartholomeus
Spranger produced a painting based on the print, thus reversing the usual direc
tion o f artistic interchange between print and painting and further validating the
legitimacy of prints. At the same time, Goltizus and his students reaffirmed the
significance of the reproductive print, especially the role played by the printmak
er. Muller’s Arion on a Dolphin (cat. no. 16) is taken after a composition by
Cornelis Cornelisz., so is reproductive, but the refinement and dazzling technical
display o f shimmering lines and concentric circles transform a copied composi
tion into something unique and visually engaging on its own merits.
By the beginning o f the seventeenth century prints had emphatically
detached themselves from their humble origins and traversed an evolutionary
pathway o f increasing technical refinement and artistry, slowly coming into
their own as artworks. The next century saw an expanded range o f subject mat
ter in prints, in part reflecting the development o f artistic specialties and the art
market in Northern Europe, as well as the increasing diversity o f roles played
by printed images. Prints were collected privately at this time as a component
o f larger assemblages o f natural and manmade objects, known as
Wunderkammern. Collectors organized their images primarily by subject mat
ter, although in some cases by artist. Works o f the Needles collection from this
era are presented here in similar fashion, categorized as religious, mythological,
genre, landscape, portraiture, and in one instance by artist.
Religious prints were still produced in the seventeenth century, although the
Protestant Reformation and Catholic Counter-Reformation had noticeable effects
on subject matter. The printmaker Hendrik Goudt formed a relationship with the
great painter of night scenes, Adam Elsheimer, leading to the first “black prints,”
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such as Tobias and the Angel (cat. no. 17); the incredibly dark tonality of this work
was to profoundly influence the graphic art of Rembrandt later in the century.
Jusepe de Riberas etching The Lamentation (cat no. 19) employs stark contrasts
derived from the dramatic lighting effects of the Italian painter Caravaggio.
Mythological themes continued to be popular as well and seem most
prevalent among those artists who worked in Italy and especially Rome, regard
less of their nationality. The spontaneous properties of etching, closely akin to
drawing, were particularly exploited by inventive Italians, like Giovanni
Benedetto Castiglione {Pan Reclining Before an Urn, cat. no. 21) who produced
fresh compositions utilizing antique motifs and the sketchy style of
Rembrandt’s early etchings. Baroque dynamism predominates in Salvatore
Rosa’s Jason and the Dragon (fig. 4), where billowing drapery echoes the battle
between warrior and monster. The vibrant energy of this work contrasts stark
ly with the calm reserve of the etchings of Frenchman Claude Lorrain, whose
Mercury and Argus (cat. no. 22) recounts a mythological tale in the classical,
almost ethereal landscape style he perfected in painting.
The category of genre encompasses here a wide range of subject matter, from
allegorical and moralizing themes (Crispijn van de Passe, May, cat. no. 27), to
decorative and ornamental motifs (Jean Lepautre, Vase No. 4, cat. no. 28), to ani
mal scenes (Stefano della Bella, Six Animal Subjects, cat. no. 29). Jacques Callot
was one of the first artists to gain fame exclusively through his graphic works; his
Great Hunt (cat. no. 25), reflects his technical contributions to the medium of
etching, including the use of a harder ground, and the delicately-controlled
repeated biting that produced new effects in light and spatial illusion. The highly
detailed Hunt presents the social and leisure activities of French aristocrats, while
a record of a very different daily life appears in numerous prints of Dutch
peasants. Cornelius Dusart’s The Large Village Fair (fig. 5) captures the dancing,
drinking, and chaotic atmosphere of a street festival. While such images have
been associated with moralizing messages in the wake of the Reformation and
Dutch Calvinism, the degree of satirical content of the print is difficult to judge.
Arguably, the most important developments in landscape imagery also
occurred in Holland in the seventeenth century, with drawings and prints con
tributing as much if not more than painting to the process. Native landscapes
as subject matter may have appealed specifically to Dutch pride, reflecting their
victory in sustaining political independence from Spanish domination. An
early, Mannerist-influenced landscape style, more imaginary than real, is epito
mized by Landscape with Pair on a Wooden Bridge (cat. no. 32) by Nicolaes de
Bruyn. This eventually gave way to a naturalism derived from direct observa
tion, in part related to the growing interest in topographical prints. The tastes
for location apparently varied, with the Dutch upper class more interested in
Italianate views, a choice perhaps linked to their social status, rather than those
depicting the homeland. Jan Both’s View o f the Tiber with Country Landscape
(fig.no. 34) was one in a series of such etchings that benefited from the artist’s
work in Rome with one of the most significant landscape painters of the age,
Claude Lorrrain. The appeal of this engraving lies in the attempt to capture the
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f i g u r e 5. C o rn elis D u sart, The Large Village Fair, cat. no. 3 1.

f i g u r e 6. Ja n B oth , View o f the Tiber with Country Landscape., cat. no. 34.
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f i g u r e 7 . R ob ert N an teu il, Louis XIV, King o f France, cat. no. 36.
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hazy light and resultant translucent forms encountered in the Roman country
side, here achieved through the wide spacing of parallel shading lines.
Technically superb engraved portraiture, taken to its height in France in the
seventeenth century, built on an earlier tradition extending back to the time of
Durer. Although printed portraits were often reproductions after paintings, such
as Pontius’s Peter Paul Rubens (cat. no. 35), original works were also commis
sioned, mainly by the aristocracy and intellectuals. These portraits were more
costly in some cases than their painted counterparts, and provided the ideal vehi
cle to promote the fame and fortunes of their sitters to the widest possible audi
ence. The ultimate example is found in one of Robert Nanteuil’s eleven official
portraits of the King of France, Louis X IV (fig. 7), based on the artist’s drawings.
Rembrandt was to etching in the seventeenth century what Diirer had been
to woodcut and engraving a century earlier: a technical innovator whose personal
artistic vision pushed the limits of the medium and transformed it with lasting
consequences. From a technical standpoint, he was a great experimenter, trying
different inks, wiping procedures, and papers for various effects. He used a slowbiting mordant for exceptional control, and employed multiple biting and stop
ping-out in such a subtle manner that the exact procedure followed is sometimes
unclear. He reworked his plates heavily, usually employing very thin copper sheets
to enable the process. His works often combine etching with drypoint and the use
of the burin, producing dark passages with former and lighter ones with the latter.
Indeed, one hallmark of Rembrandt’s style is the range of tonal values achieved,
often in dramatic juxtaposition, which paralleled the light and dark interplay of his
paintings. The other important component of his work is the quality of line, which
varied as well from small, tightly controlled strokes to seemingly spontaneous
squiggles and scratchings. Such exceptional manipulation of line and luminosity is
evident in one of his early works, The Small Lion Hunt (fig. 8).
Although Rembrandt’s religious views are unknown, his prints and paint
ings reveal an interest in scenes from the Old and New Testament appropriate
in a society that based its values on the Dutch Reformed Bible. In some ways,
too, his religious prints reveal another major aspect of his work, namely
personal connections to subject matter. In his stunning second-state Death o f
the Virgin (cover), composed with characteristic freedom and variety of line,
extreme range of light and dark, and extensive use of drypoint, the Virgin bears
a striking resemblance to Rembrandt’s first wife Saskia, who was an invalid for
many years, as the scholar Linda Hults has noted. Similarly, D avid in Prayer
(cat. no. 40), a first-state impression illustrating David’s humble petition of
God on behalf of his sick newborn, appears directly related to the tragic events
of Rembrandt’s life, as only one of the four children Saskia bore reached adult
hood. In each case, the emotional content seems amplified by both technical
intensity and personal investment on the part of the artist.
With the eighteenth century came the Age of Enlightenment, a period of rea
son based on the questioning and criticism of every aspect of the world and
especially humankind and its institutions, leading in some cases to radical social
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changes. Just as the establishment of professional print connoisseurship at the
beginning of the century situated graphic works firmly within the artistic
canon, some artistic prints, as distinct from other printed forms, engaged an
active role in the social debates of the day. This did not preclude the continued
development of print subjects from the previous century, such as portraiture
and landscape, and the new genre of vedute, but serious consideration of mod
ern life seemed to preoccupy many of the century's printmakers.
Several prints in the Needles Collection belong to the Rococo artistic style
that dominated much of the eighteenth century. These images reflect the
lifestyle of the French aristocracy, whose pursuit of frivolity, love, and hedonis
tic pleasures was abruptly terminated by revolution. Blind Mans B u ff (cat. no.
42), an etching by Charles-Nicolas Cochin after a painting by Nicolas Lancret,
is typical in its depiction of aristocratic life; in a twist on the fete galante, the
game provides an opportunity for amorous relations. This reproductive etching
anticipates the development of estampes galantes, highly refined print reproduc
tions of famous Rococo paintings. Such images were usually produced in a col
laborative effort, involving an initial etching and subsequent engraving.
Examples of the original, first state of pure etching in these prints are rare finds
(such is the case of the Blind Mans B u ff), for eighteenth-century taste preferred
later states which presented a more complete and polished reproductive image.
Among the most famous of these prints was Nicolas DeLaunay’s The Swing
(cat. no. 44), etched and engraved by this artist after a painting of Jean-Honoré
Fragonard. Brilliant technical skill allows here the transformation of a color
painting into an equally accomplished graphic composition, “colored” itself by
a sensitively controlled range of tonalities. Prints such as these were framed and
hung as part of Rococo interiors, the oval shape of many harmonizing perfect
ly with the curvilinear motifs that defined the periods decorative style.
It is interesting to note that the estampe galante came into fashion just as
the aristocracy was facing resistance and ultimately revolution, suggesting that
these prints may have functioned on one level as reminders and/or records of
an endangered lifestyle. This reading is supported by the moralizing overtone
found in some later eighteenth-century prints that continue to use Rococo con
ventions in their compositions. Indeed, the largest of Fragonard’s graphic
works, an original etching entitled The Closet (fig. 9), falls into this category.
True to Rococo art, the scene does center on activities of an amorous couple
meeting clandestinely and includes sexual titillation in the young man’s hidden
arousal, but the moment depicted is that of discovery by her parents, and not
one of mutual enjoyment. The lovers’ shame stands to dissuade the viewer from
following their path of action rather than encourage a similar reckless abandon
to affairs of the heart. Here may be evidence of a gradual change in social val
ues expressed in printed form.
The general artistic trend that followed the Rococo at the end of the cen
tury was Neoclassicism, a movement that sought to reform corrupt contempo
rary existence through examples of the virtuous life in the classical past.
A major contributor to the early phase of Neoclassicism was the Italian print-
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8.

Rembrandt van Rijn, The Small Lion Hunt, cat. no. 39.
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f i g u r e 9. Je an -H o n o ré F ragonard, The Closet, cat. no. 43.

f i g u r e 10 . G iov an n i B attista Piranesi, Frontispiece with Statue o f Minerva, cat. no. 4 7 .
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maker Giovanni Battista Piranesi, who looked to Roman ruins for inspiration,
recording them over three decades in a series o f one hundred thirty-five etchings
entitled Views o f Rome. He apparently viewed Italian antiquity with a certain
amount o f romantic nostalgia for lost wonders, but also as a living, albeit frag
mentary, cultural trust from which civilization could be rejuvenated. The first
print in his series, Frontispiece with Statue o f M inerva (fig. 10) conjures up such
enduring potential despite the scene o f ruin; appropriately it is Minerva, the
Roman goddess o f wisdom, who sits tall in the center of the composition, hav
ing endured centuries o f neglect. The majority o f images in the series present
more straightforward records o f architectural remains, such as The Temple o f
Janus (cat. no. 48). In early Neoclassical debates over the relative importance of
Greece and Rome, these prints argued for the primacy o f the latter, and its
significance to contemporary life.
A more overt call for social change appears in the work o f the printmaker
whose work sums up the achievement o f the eighteenth century and looks for
ward to the next. Like Dtirer and Rembrandt before him, Goya continued the
long tradition o f technical development and innovation in printmaking, and
mastered an impressive range o f graphic techniques. His etching skills were ini
tially refined in the service o f Spanish King Charles III while reproducing sev
eral paintings by Velasquez, including Bacchus o f the Drunkards (cat. no. 50).
He often combined basic etching with the relatively new process o f aquatint,
employed to produce broad areas o f tone. This was the case in many o f the
images produced for the series entitled Los Caprichos (1799), in which he used
aquatint for the background and etching for the figures. These scenes were fur
ther finished with the use o f the burin and drypoint. One surviving mezzotint
is known from his hand, and late in life, he experimented with lithography.
Goya united these techniques by means o f an intense expressionism derived
from the dramatic contrast o f light and dark, appropriate for an artist who
identified Rembrandt as his most significant artistic influence.
The Caprices (Los Caprichos) was Goyas first major graphic cycle, composed
of eighty images designed and executed between 1796 and 1798. Through these
images and their titles, the artist presented a satirical criticism o f the failures and
vices of mankind and of the most important social institutions of his day: church
and state. The series opens with a self-portrait, Francisco de Goya y Lucientes,
painter (cat. no. 51), that sets the dark tone for the images to follow. The prints
focus on the follies of modern society, such as arranged marriages, prostitution,
superstition, and religious abuse. In They Carried Her O ff! (cat. no. 52), a woman
is seized and abducted by two hooded men who may be monks, apparently mak
ing reference to the all-too-frequent violation of women by supposedly reverent
men. The strange composition of the work is balanced by the intense drama of
the moment, played out in the equally violent juxtaposition o f pitch-black night
and luminous white clothing. Following the literary tradition of using animals to
ridicule human behavior, the series presents unflattering personifications o f the
“leaders” o f society, like aristocrats, doctors, teachers, as donkeys; in Bravo!, a
donkey blindly follows the fashion o f others, applauding poor entertainment.
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The final, and perhaps most bizarre, part of the series features fantastic scenes
such as They Spruce Themselves Up (fig. n), a mysterious image that may relate to
the greed of dishonest employees, rendered as winged demons, who protect one
another from discovery, literally through good grooming. More accessible but no
less biting is Until Death (fig. 12), a condemnation of vanity epitomized by a
shrewish old women who continues to be preoccupied with her looks despite her
advanced age and time-ravaged appearance.
The Caprices were retracted from sale after fifteen days, for although Goya
had endeavored to make references universal enough to avoid prosecution by
the Inquisition and the state, they were apparently politically too dangerous to
distribute. They represent a significant use of artistic prints in the service of
social commentary and criticism, and point to at least their potential to arouse
sentiment and effect change in society.
While the Needles collection provides in its breadth an opportunity to
observe the technical and historical evolution of major graphic media over three
centuries, it also represents a corpus of works assembled through the lens of
modern print connoisseurship and of a very personal perspective. As such, it
can be situated in a long history of collecting prints that extends in some form
in the West back at least five hundred years. Issues relative to the history of
print collecting and connoisseurship are intimately tied to the rise of prints as
independent art objects and the recognition of their creators as artists of the
same rank as other major media. Thus, collection history forms an important
component in the story of prints and printmaking.
Taken as a whole, the works from the Needles collection exhibited here
provide clear evidence of the relatively rapid functional, technical, and iconographical evolution of printed images. From devotional contexts and craft ori
gins in book illustration, prints rose quickly to the level of autonomous art
objects, valued for their aesthetic content, collected, and ultimately utilized as
vehicles for social commentary. The growth of modern print connoisseurship in
the eighteenth century coincides with the heightened status of these works and
marks the beginning of a new chapter in their history and appreciation. While
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries would see continued developments in
printmaking, often in radical new directions, it was in the formative period,
from the time of Dürer to that of Goya, that prints first found a place among
the major visual arts and established a legacy that would influence subsequent
generations of artists.
*The planning and development of this exhibition and catalogue benefited tremendously from the help of various col
leagues. I would like to thank in particular Louise Lincoln, Simone Zurawski, and David Areford. Annie Trooien provid
ed important research assistance with bibliography and biographies of artists.
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figure II. Francisco de Goya yLucientes, TheySpruce Themselves Up!, cat. no. 55.
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f i g u r e 12 . Francisco de G o ya y L u cientes, Until Death, cat. no. 56.
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C A TA L O GU E OF THE E X H I B I T I O N
Albrecht Dürer
German, 1471-1528
1. The Four Avenging Angels, c. 1497
Woodcut from 1511 Latin edition of
The Apocalypse, 39.4 x 28.3 cm

Jan Harmensz. Muller
Dutch, 1571-1628
1 G.Arion on a Dolphin (after Cornelis
Cornelisz. van Haarlem), c. 1590
Engraving, 35.3 x 35.3 cm

2. The Four Horsemen, 1498
Woodcut from 1511 Latin edition of
The Apocalypse, 39.2 x 2.77 cm

Hendrik Goudt
Dutch, c. 1580-1648
17. Tobias and the Angel
(after Adam Elsheimer), 1613
Engraving, 24.9 x 25.5 cm

3. The Annunciation, c. 1503
Woodcut from 1511 Latin edition of
The Life o f the Virgin, 29.7 x 21.1 cm
4. St. Jerome in His Cell, 1511
Woodcut, 23.8 x 16.1 cm
5. The Virgin and Child with Pear, 1511
Engraving, 15.9 x 10.6 cm
6. Christ Before Caiaphus, 1512
Engraving from The Engraved
Passion, 11.9 x 7.4 cm
Lucas Cranach the Elder
German, 1472-1553
7. Second Tournament with Tapestry
o f Samson and the Lion, 1509
Woodcut, 29.2 x 41.7 cm
Daniel Hopfer
German, 1470-1536
8. The Last Judgment, 1520
Etching on iron, 30.8 x 44.3 cm
Hans Sebald Beham
German, 1500-1550
9. The Parable o f the Prodigal Son, c. 1540
Set of four engravings,
5.8 x 9.3 cm each
Guido Ruggieri
Italian, active 1531-1550
10. The Fall o f the Giants
(after Perino del Vaga), c. 1550
Engraving, 35 x 57.4 cm
Giorgio Ghisi
Italian, 1520-1582
11. The Judgment o f Paris (after
Giovanni Battista Bertani), 1555
Engraving, 39.5 x 52.2 cm
Hieronymus Cock, attributed
Flemish, 1510-1570
12. St. Jerome in the Desert (after
Pieter Brueghel the Elder), 1550
Engraving, 32.2 x 42.4 cm

Christoffel Jegher
Flemish, 1596-1653
18. Christ and the Little Saint John
Playing with the Lamb (after Peter
Paul Rubens), 1630s
Woodcut, 33.7 x 45.1 cm
Jusepe de Ribera
Spanish, 1591-1652
19. The Lamentation, 1650
Etching, 19.8 x 25.7 cm
Abraham Bloemaert
Dutch, 1564-1651
20.Juno, c. 1610
Etching, 14.4 x 11.4 cm
Giovanni Battista Castiglione
Italian, 1609-1670
21. Pan Reclining Before an Urn, 1650
Etching, 11.2 x 21.4 cm

Adriaen van Ostade
Dutch, 1610-1685
30. The Hunchbacked Fiddler, 1654
Etching, 16.6 x 11.3 cm
Cornelis Dusart
Dutch, 1660-1704
31. The Large Village Fair, 1685
Etching, 26.8 x 33.7 cm
Nicolaes de Bruyn
Flemish, 1571-1656
32. Landscape with Pair on Wooden
Bridge (after Egidius Coninxloo), 1602
Engraving, 36.8 x 57.7 cm
Schelte Adamsz. Bolswert
Dutch, 1586-1659
33. Landscape with Roman Ruins
(after Peter Paul Rubens), 1630
Engraving, 34 x 44.8 cm
Jan Both
Dutch, 1618-1652
34. View o f the Tiber with Country
Landscape, c. 1645
Etching, 19.9 x 28 cm

Claude Lorrain
French, 1600-1682
22. Mercury and Argus, 1662
Etching, 16 x 22 cm

Paulus Pontius
Flemish, 1603-1658
35. Peter Paul Rubens, Painter
(after Peter Paul Rubens), 1630
Engraving, 37.2 x 28 cm

Salvator Rosa
Italian, 1615-1673
zt,. Jason and the Dragon, 1663-64
Etching, 33.7 x 21.6 cm

Robert Nanteuil
French, 1623-1678
36. Louis XIV, King o f France, 1664
Engraving, 39.5 x 30.7 cm

Jan Saenredam
Dutch, 1565-1607
24. Artist Painting a Nude Woman:
Allegory o f Visual Perception (after
Hendrik Goltzius), 1616
Engraving, 23.2 x 18 cm

Rembrandt van Rijn
Dutch, 1606-1669
37. Jan Uytenbogaert, Preacher o f the
Remonstrants, 1635
Etching, engraving, and drypoint,
22.5 x 18.7 cm

Jacques Callot
French, 1592-1635
25. The Great Hunt, c. 1619
Engraving, 19.4 x 46.3 cm

38. Death o f the Virgin, 1639
Etching and drypoint,
40.9 x 31.5 cm

26. The Defeat o f the Turkish Cavalry, 1635
Engraving from The Life o f
Ferdinando de’ Medici, 22.4 x 31 cm

Frans Huys
Flemish, 1522-1562
13. A Man o f War Between Two Armed
Galleys (after Pieter Brueghel the
Elder), 1565
Engraving, 22.2 x 29.1 cm

Crispijn van de Passe the Elder
Dutch, 1564-1637
27. May (after Maarten de Vos), 1630
Engraving from Months o f the Year,
12 cm diameter

Hendrik Goltzius
Dutch, 1558-1617
14. The Standard Bearer, 1587
Engraving, 27.5 x 19 cm

Jean Lepautre
French, 1618-1682
28. Vase No. 4, 1650
Etching, 22.5 x 14.2 cm

15. The Judgment o f Midas, 1590
Engraving, 42.1 x 67 cm

Stefano Della Bella
Italian, 1610-1644
29. Six Animal Subjects, 1654
Set of six etchings, each 14.5 x 13.8 cm

39. The Small Lion Hunt, c. 1641
Etching, 15.8 x 12.5 cm
40. David in Prayer, 1652
Etching, 14.1 x 9.4 cm
Pierre Drevet
French, 1663-1738
41. Claude —Louis-Hector, Duke
ofVillars and Maréchal o f France
(after Hyacinthe Riguad), 1715
Etching and engraving, 52 x 36 cm
Charles-Nicolas Cochin
French, 1688-1754
42. Blind Man’s B uff
(after Nicolas Lancret), 1737
Etching, 44 x 61 cm

Jean Honoré Fragonard
French, 1732-1806
43. The Closet, 1778
Etching, 40.9 x 52.5 cm
Nicolas De Launay
French, 1739-1792
44. The Swing (after Jean Honoré
Fragonard), 1782
Etching and engraving, 62.3 x 45.5 cm
Giovanni Battista Tiepolo
Italian, 1696-1770
45. Three Soldiers and A Boy, 1740-43
Etching from Vari Capricci,
14.3 x 17.8 cm
Antonio Canaletto
Italian, 1697-1768
46. View o f Town with a Bishop’s
Tomb, 1750
Etching, 29.9 x 30.1 cm
Giovanni Battista Piranesi
Italian, 1720-1778
47. Frontispiece with Statue o f
Minerva, 1748
Etching from Vedute di Roma,
50.5 x 64.1 cm

48. Temple o f Janus, 1771
Etching from Vedute di Roma,
47 x 70.8 cm

54. Bravo! (Brabisimo!), 1799
Etching and aquatint from
Los Caprichos, 21.9 x 15.2 cm

49. The Staircase with Trophies, 1761
Etching from second edition of
Carceri d ’Invenzione, 55 x 40.3 cm

55. They Spruce Themselves up
(Se repulen), 1799
Etching and aquatint from
Los Caprichos, 21.4 x 14.9 cm

Francisco de Goya y Lucientes
Spanish, 1746-1828
50. Bacchus o f the Drunkards
(Baco o los Borrachos), after
Diego Velázquez, 1778-79
Etching, 31.5 x 43 cm
51. Francisco de Goya y Lucientes,
painter (Francisco de Goya y
Lucientes, pintor), 1799
Etching and aquatint from
Los Caprichos, 22 x 15.3 cm
52. They Carried Her off.
(Que se la llevaron!), 1799
Etching and aquatint from
Los Caprichos, 21.8 x 15.3 cm

56. Until Death (Hasta la muerte), 1799
Etching and aquatint from Los
Caprichos, 22 x 15.4 cm
57. It is time (Ya es hora), 1799
Etching and aquatint from Los
Caprichos, 21.9 x 15.2 cm
58. Banderillas with Firecrackers
(Banderillas de fuego), 1816
Etching, engraving, aquatint, and
drypoint from La Tauromaquia,
24.5 x 35.5 cm

53. Wonderful Advice
(Bellos Consejos), 1799
Etching and aquatint from
Los Caprichos, 22 x 15.4 cm
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